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Flirting with French: How a Language Charmed Me,
Seduced Me, and Nearly Broke My Heart
By Ipas William Alexander

ALGONQUIN BOOKS OF CHAPEL HILL, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Bilingual. 206 x 102 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. A delightful and courageous tale and
a romping good read. Voila! Mark Greenside, author of I ll Never Be French (No Matter What I Do)
William Alexander is more than a Francophile. He wants to be French. There s one small obstacle
though: he doesn t speak la langue francaise. In Flirting with French, Alexander sets out to conquer
the language he loves. But will it love him back? Alexander eats, breathes, and sleeps French (even
conjugating in his dreams). He travels to France, where mistranslations send him bicycling off in all
sorts of wrong directions, and he nearly drowns in an immersion class in Provence, where, faced
with the riddle of masculine breasts, feminine beards, and a turkey cutlet of uncertain gender, he
starts to wonder whether he should ve taken up golf instead of French. While playing hooky from
grammar lessons and memory techniques, Alexander reports on the riotous workings of the
Academie francaise, the four-hundred-year-old institution charged with keeping the language
pure; explores the science of human communication, learning why it s harder for...
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Reviews
These kinds of pdf is the greatest ebook readily available. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life
period will be change when you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Dock Hodkiewicz
Without doubt, this is the very best work by any writer. Indeed, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading through a written pdf.
-- Alda Barton
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